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DAILY MESSAGE OF MARY, ROSE OF PEACE,
         TRANSMITTED IN THE CITY OF SAN ESTEVE - MONTSERRAT, BARCELONA, SPAIN,
         TO THE VISIONARY FRIAR ELÍAS DEL SAGRADO CORAZÓN??

Dear children,

When souls pray, the doors to rehabilitation open and everything that seems impossible
to resolve and is impregnated with error is dissolved as it receives the Light of the
Spirit of God. This rehabilitation offers humanity the chance of living its conversion
and of rediscovering the path towards the Heart of the Celestial Father.

In this time, My children, the Sacred Hearts open the doors of the Universe of love so
that souls can enter and rehabilitate their lives and consciousnesses. This present
opportunity is the last one of this cycle; this is why I ask you, children, to be aware of
this Grace so you can be part of it during the time remaining.

May your rehabilitation in this cycle help the rehabilitation of the planet and of
humanity so that finally, the errors will be corrected and everything moves toward the
path of the light and of redemption; also, live it for all the Kingdoms of Nature so that
they also may be participants in this important spiritual rehabilitation that Heaven is
offering to all souls of this world.

In this way, dear children, the age-old errors will be corrected and new opportunities
will be given to those consciousnesses that do not deserve them in these times.

Your inner rehabilitation will begin through love, the giving of self, and through the
absolute surrender that you can give to the Celestial Father; in this way, the promised
and awaited Earth will manifest after the cycle of purification of the planet and of
humanity.

That spiritual rehabilitation was granted by Christ Himself when He died on the Cross
for each one of you.

My children, accept this call. Redeem your lives in Christ and for Christ; thus the
planet will be liberated.

I thank you for responding to My call!

For the rehabilitation of humanity,

Your Mother Mary, Rose of Peace


